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In the memoir he wrote about his father, Andrew Gunton Fuller (1799–1884) rightly observed, “There is no division of a man’s life so marked and characteristic as that which is made by the door of his own house, on the two sides of which are witnessed sometimes two distinct men, and always two distinct phases of character which act and react on each other.” While many men do not give the same level of energy and attention to their families as they do to their public pursuits, the younger Fuller argued that this tendency was not true of his father, Andrew Fuller (1754–1815). The following study will look at Fuller as a father and husband, demonstrating that he was as exemplary in his domestic life as he was in his better-known public ministry.

A Devoted Father

J. W. Morris provides an excellent window into Andrew Fuller’s experience at home: In domestic life, he was calm and tranquil, reposing in the bosom of his family with great contentment and satisfaction. No man more enjoyed the softened pleasures of “home, sweet home,” or entered with greater feeling into its interests and concerns; yet he never returned from his numerous fatiguing journeys to indulge himself in ease ... but solely with a view of renewing and multiplying his efforts in another form.

His memoirs reveal that such efforts sprang from the heart of a devoted father. Fuller was dedicated to training his children in the ways of the Lord, as is evidenced in various diary references to family worship and spiritual conversations. As his children grew older, his letters encouraged their faith and offered wisdom amidst their trials. Throughout his life, Fuller remained committed to the spiritual welfare of his children, exhibiting a love that his son called “remarkably intense.”

His wayward son, Robert (1782–1809), put this love to its greatest test. On May 12, 1796, Fuller...
wrote regarding Robert, "I know not whether he be a real Christian." In the following years, Fuller arranged work for Robert on numerous occasions only to see his son desert the opportunities and embarrass his father multiple times. After one such incident, Fuller wrote in his diary, "I perceive I have great unhappiness before me, in my son, whose instability is continually appearing." Despite the absence of any change in Robert’s attitude, Fuller remained hopeful.

After years of wandering, Robert eventually joined the Marines and set sail for Lisbon, an occasion that prompted him to write his father seeking forgiveness. Fuller replied graciously, "You may be assured that I cherish no animosity against you. On the contrary, I do, from my heart, freely forgive you." The compassionate father then took this opportunity to plead once more with his son to come to Christ:

My dear son! I am now fifty-five years old and may soon expect to go the way of all the earth! But before I die, let me teach you the good and the right way ... You have had a large portion of God’s preserving goodness; or you had, ere now, perished in your sins ... Nevertheless, do not despair! Far as you have gone, and low as you are sunk in sin, yet, if from hence, you return to God by Jesus Christ, you will find mercy.

Regretfully, Robert’s response to this letter is unknown. Instead, his father received news a few months later that his son had perished off the coast of Lisbon. The following Sunday, Fuller preached a passionate sermon about God’s willingness to justify even the worst sinner through Christ. Thinking of his wayward son, Fuller began to weep in the pulpit as he referenced the Lord hearing Jonah from beneath the waves.

Fuller knew that God could save his dear son, but he feared that Robert had continued to spurn the Lord until it was too late. Andrew Gunton Fuller, who was privy to information that his father apparently never knew, recorded an encouraging conclusion to the story. Many years later, a man who served alongside Robert in the Marines told him, “We were exceedingly intimate, and opened our minds much to each other. He was a very pleasing, nice youth, and became a true Christian man.” It appears that his father’s faithful prayers and passionate pleas toward his son were not in vain. While Fuller was likely unaware of this grace until his own death, the promise of a joyous reunion awaited him nonetheless.

This story gives a glimpse into Andrew Fuller the father. He prayed fervently for his children and counseled them toward Christ through intentional conversations. He modeled spirituality to them and encouraged them in their faith. In addition to leading the home as a father, Fuller also sought to honor the Lord in his marriage.

MARRIAGE TO SARAH GARDINER

Fuller never wrote a treatise on marriage but his general attitude on the subject is discernible in his various writings. In his commentary on Genesis, for example, he points out that because the first woman was made from man, men should “consider their wives as part of themselves, and love them as their own flesh.” As such, a wife ought to be “treated as a friend, as naturally an equal, a soother of man’s cares, a softener of his griefs, and a partner of his joys.” During his first pastorate in Soham, Fuller discovered such a friend in a young woman named Sarah Gardiner (1756–1792).

Fuller married Sarah on December 23, 1776. She was a member of the church at Soham, whom Ryland described as “a very amiable and excellent woman.” Little is known about her other than scant references in her husband’s diary and her role in an episode detailed below. Sarah gave birth to eleven children over the course of their marriage, eight of whom did not reach adulthood. Sarah and Andrew had a healthy marriage founded on a mutual love of God. On one particular day, Fuller noted in his journal that he had enjoyed “some interesting conversation with
my wife, on little faith, great depravity, a great Saviour, and genuine love to God, from a spiritual discernment of his glory, and delight in the character of the true God.” The breadth of topics covered that particular morning leads one to believe that such conversations were a regular aspect of their life together.

Sarah Fuller’s character as a wife and mother is evident in the way she walked with her husband through the difficult trial of losing their daughter, who bore her mother’s name. Young Sarah (1779–1786) became sick in December 1785 with what appeared to be the measles. Fuller recorded several heart-warming spiritual conversations that he and his wife had with their daughter during this painful season. One particular night, the young girl admitted that she feared her future because she had sinned against the Lord. Fuller replied lovingly, “True my dear, you have sinned against the Lord; but the Lord is more ready to forgive you, if you are grieved for offending him, than I can be to forgive you, when you are grieved for offending me; and you know how ready I am to do that.” He then proceeded to tell his daughter about the Lord’s mercy to the dying thief, which seemed to cheer her soul. It is apparent his wife had similar conversations with their dying daughter as well.

Young Sarah died on May 30, 1786. Her poor father was so afflicted with grief over this pending loss that he was confined to his bed during her final days. After her funeral, he wrote in his diary, “I feel a solid pleasure in reflecting on our own conduct in her education; surely, we endeavored to bring her up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord; and I trust our endeavors were not in vain.” Note that Fuller uses plural pronouns in this statement, reflecting a united effort from the two parents in caring for their daughter.

Sadly, the young girl’s mother was destined to meet an early and tragic end to her life as well. On July 18, 1794, Fuller wrote in his diary that he was praying through Proverbs 3:5-6 as

There once did live a heart that cared for me; I loved, and was again beloved in turn. Her tender soul would soothe my rising griefs [sic], And wipe my tears, and mix them with her own. But she is not! And I forlorn am left, To weep unheeded, and to serve alone.

**MARRIAGE TO ANN COLES**

On July 18, 1794, Fuller wrote in his diary that he was praying through Proverbs 3:5-6 as
he considered the possibility of marrying again. He wrote, “I have found much of the hand of God guiding me to one in whom I hope to find a helper to my soul.” This one was Ann Coles (d. 1825), the daughter of Reverend William Coles of Ampthill, who pastored the Baptist church at Maulden. Fuller married Ann on December 30 of the same year, recording in his diary that he felt “a satisfaction that in her I have a godly character, as well as a wife.”

The two would have six children together, three of whom died in infancy. After the death of the first child, a daughter named after her mother, Fuller wrote a touching poem about her that included the following lines:

Oh! Our Redeemer and our God—our help  
In tribulation—hear our fervent prayer!  
To Thee we now resign the sacred trust,  
Which thou, erewhile, didst unto us commit.  
Soon we must quit our hold, and let her fall;  
Thine everlasting arms be then beneath!  
In Thee a refuge may she find in death,  
And in thy bosom dwell, when torn from ours!  
Into thy hands her spirit we commit,  
In hope ere long to meet and part no more.

In addition to losing the three young children, their daughter Sarah, named after Fuller’s first wife, died in 1816 shortly after her father’s death, having demonstrated a remarkable piety in her final years. Two sons survived their father: William, about whom little is known, and Andrew Gunton Fuller, who became a pastor and biographer of his father’s life. This particular memoir provides the most information about Ann Fuller. The younger Fuller recalls a particular story about his mother that illustrates her piety. One day, as a young boy, he found his mother pacing her bedroom and praying aloud. When the young boy inquired to whom she was talking, she replied, “To God, my child, about you.” She then knelt beside her son and explained “such a practical lesson in the spirit of prayer as could never be forgotten.”

Andrew and Ann Fuller appeared to have had a happy marriage, where each supported the other. However, in his study of Fuller as a pastor-theologian, Paul Brewster has suggested that Fuller was so devoted to the Baptist Missionary Society in his later years that he may have been guilty of neglecting his family. Brewster quotes Ann in a letter to Ryland after Fuller’s death in which she laments her husband’s workload and its negative impact on his family and health. While it is true that Fuller was intensely devoted to the work of the mission, perhaps to a fault at times, a single letter from his grieving widow should not provide the sole assessment of his character as a husband and father. The picture that has emerged in this study reveals a man who remained faithful to his family in spite of his various responsibilities. Furthermore, it should be noted that in the same letter, Ann concludes, “I must testify [his domestic character] to have been, ever since I had the happiness of being united to him, of the most amiable and endearing kind.”

CONCLUSION

As Andrew Fuller himself once observed, “The characters of men are not so easily ascertained from a few splendid actions as from the ordinary course of life, in which their real dispositions are manifested.” This statement provides a helpful perspective on Fuller’s attitude toward his family. Fuller was a loving father, who sought the spiritual well-being of his children through prayer and spiritual instruction. He was a faithful husband, who cared for the women to whom he was successively married. While his numerous public commit-
ments consistently pulled him away from his family, it appears that he predominately ministered to them with as much zeal as he pastored his church, defended the faith, and promoted the cause of international missions. In as much as this assessment is true, Andrew Fuller serves as an admirable model for young men today who are seeking to balance the responsibilities of ministry and family life. He was committed to knowing God and making him known throughout the world, and yet, he recognized that his greatest potential for the kingdom was amongst those entrusted to his care in his very own home.
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